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Abstract

In this paper, the problem of population districting in the health system of South Khorasan province has been investigated in the form of an optimization problem. Now that the districting problem is considered as a strategic matter, it is vital to obtain efficient solutions in order to implement in the system. Therefore in this study two meta-heuristic algorithms, Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO) and Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO), have been applied to solve the problem in the dimensions of the real world. The objective function of the problem is to maximize the population balance in each district. Problem constraints include unique assignment as well as non-existent allocation of abnormalities. Abnormal allocation means compactness, lack of contiguous, and absence of holes in the districts. According to the obtained results, GWO has a higher level of performance than the ALO. The results of this problem can be applied as a useful scientific tool for districting in other organizations and fields of application.
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1. Introduction

In a general definition, the problem of districting is in the class of set covering problems, meaning grouping of basic units into districts. The districts in optimal mode should have features such as balance (in population size, people over 65 years old, unemployment rate and similar criteria), contiguous, compactness, and absence of holes (Datta et al., 2013). The concept of contiguous means moving to all points of a district without getting out from it. A compact district has a circle shaped without any curved shapes. Ultimately, if no district is in another district, the condition of absence of holes is fulfilled.

In order to solve the districting problem in real-world applications, it is necessary to show connections between regions in a network structure. This structure is an undirected graph G=(V, E) in which V is the set of vertices (cities or population regions) and E is the set connection paths between the vertices that we call them edges. More precisely, we assume that V = {v_i; i = 1,2,…,|V|} is the set of graph vertices with size |V| in this set, each vertex v_i is represented by two vertical and horizontal vector properties(x_i, y_i), which show the latitude and longitude of the region. Moreover, E = {e_ij; i,j = 1,2,…,|V|; i ≠ j} is the set of graph edges with size |E|. The connection between v_i and v_j is represented by e_ij. So any problem of districting the population regions can be equivalently considered as the problem of the graph districting. Determining the geographic limits and scope of activity are decisions of organizations. However, it is not analyzed and investigated well in the framework of healthcare system optimization, and the districting of population areas in the health system is one of the newest applications of this problem (Datta et al., 2013).

It is noteworthy that there has been very little research on the application of districting in the healthcare system. Some of the most important works done in this area is described in the following section.

One of the fundamental researches in the field of the districting the healthcare system is the research carried out by (Ghiggi et al., 1975). The assumptions considered in this research are:

- Each region is composed of a certain number of indissoluble communities with a centralized population.
- Each community should be assigned to a district and no overlapping between districts is allowed.
- The location and capacity of each facility is specified.
- Each district must be connected in terms of geography.
- The population of each district should be within a certain range.
- The number of districts is known.

Finally, the purpose of this study was to present a hybrid method for districting territories, so that each district can be self-sufficient in terms of health systems, and ultimately the satisfaction of planners and citizens is meet.

(Minciardi et al., 1981) pointed out the decomposition of a geographic region into an indefinite number of non-
overlapping districts in their article. They introduced two innovative methods to achieve dense background areas to reduce computational trends in the production of justified districts. Also, the fuzzy set approach was used to rank the districts. Finally, they presented a case study for the districting of the health system.

(Pezzella et al., 1981) presented a method for zoning geographies in a region, in which optimal allocation of health services is available. The proposed method consists of two stages. In the first stage, the optimal hospital districts are determined by a mathematical programming model according to demand and capacity in the number of beds in the hospital. In the second stage, the health districts are determined by the accumulation of hospital districts with regard to the upper and lower limits of population in each district.

(Biais et al., 2003) studied the problem of districting health care in a city environment. According to this research, a territory should be divided into six districts by land division units. They also included four levels of districting: the inseparable sections of the unit, respect for the scope of the sections, connectivity, and work-balance.

(Benzarti et al., 2010) presented the problem of districting design for home health care structures based on a classification of criteria considered in different domains. Based on this research, the use of districting approach to facilitate the provision of organizations' caring services will reduce shipping costs and improve service quality. Some of the features of the districts in this study are: the inalienability of basic units, considering the administrative boundaries, the availability of the districts, the compactness, and the balance of workload.

(Benzarti et al., 2013) examined the problem of districting in the management of specific operations for dealing with home health care services. Innovation aspects of this research include providing a mixed integer programming model that considers criteria such as the separability of basic units, the balance of workload between human resources and adaptability. It should be noted that this research is the first one to provide multi-objective problem in the context of health system zoning.

(Datta et al., 2013) examined the districting of population districts in the UK's health system by designing a multi-objective problem with respect to the unique allocation constraints and contiguous. In this research, compactness criteria, attention to the delineation of other organs, population size balance, population age balance, and equilibrium in the population economic status of the districts were considered through the design of five-objective functions. At the end, a multi-objective genetic algorithm was used to solve the problem.

(Gutiérrez et al., 2015) examined the problem of districting home care for developing cities and the implications of population growth in urban areas, such as the development of marginal neighborhoods, increased contagious diseases, lack of government control and security, and lack of basic health services. In this study, the three outcomes were seamlessly studied, including geographical status, security conditions for access to basic units and the demand process for home health care services. Eventually, they introduced a mathematical programming model for this issue, based on real data from one of the home health care institutions in Columbia.

(Steiner et al., 2015) presented a multi-objective algorithm for zoning the Parana state health network in Brazil. According to the results of the proposed model, 399 population districts in the state are divided into 83 different sectors. The objective functions included minimizing population aggregation in different regions, maximizing the diversity of services provided and, finally, minimizing the distance between parts of a sector. Although the results of the proposed model have been effective in improving the regional health system, the fact is that the same diversity of population in the regions cannot be considered a perfectly adequate criterion, because in some areas for reasons such as high age, high numbers Pregnant mothers, etc., a higher level of service is needed. In addition, they have only addressed the same division of the areas, while health systems in most countries in the world provide services to different categories (urban health center, rural health center, health home).

As already stated, the problem of districting in other areas has many applications which include political districting, business districting, distribution districting. In order to solve these problems, there are also many methods, which of course, are major in the research based on the meta-algorithms. To better investigate this field research, Table 1 contains studies on the districting of the graph based on their solving methods.

Regarding the literature review, it can be seen that the districting of the health system is one of the newest applications of districting. The appropriate division of the population into the health system can greatly affect the level of performance and its mode of action (Steiner et al., 2015). According to the studies, no research has been done on system districting in South Khorasan province yet. According to the literature review, the population density is considered as the districting criterion. In order to solve this problem, we propose two algorithms, ALO and GWO, and we will compare the results of these two algorithms too. The results of this research can be made available to health professionals in order to be able to use them as a scientific and efficient tool in their decision making.

2. Methodology

This research addresses the problem of districting of population areas with the aim of enhancing the level of public health management by improving the existing system. One of the most important factors in designing health systems is to pay attention to the balance in the population in the areas. It is important, therefore, that by balancing the population of each area, the workload between the service centers can be balanced to some extent. In the strategic plan model, it is decided that the population regions of South Khosar region are divided into 10 main areas, and the task of monitoring the performance of health organizations in each area is to be handled by the managers of these 10 sectors. To this end, around 2000 target populations are sought and are attempted to be appropriately zoned according to the organization's intended measures. In the following, the methodology of the research is discussed.
2.1. Method of research

In this section, the most important and fundamental features and characteristics of this research are presented in the framework of the categorical research methodology and design. In this regard, characteristics such as type or nature of research, research orientation, philosophical foundations or research paradigms, basic research objectives, rational research approach, research strategy, research horizons, and the main points of strength and weakness of research methodology are discussed.

2.1.1. The nature of the research method

In the common typology of research, in terms of nature and inherent nature, three types of research are presented: Quantitative research, qualitative research, and combined research (quantitative and qualitative). This type of methodology is more in the light of the overall research and integrated characteristics of the set of elements and components of research into the subject. Considering the definitions and qualities that have been proposed by quantitative and quantitative research in the books and methodological sources, it can be said that according to the philosophical paradigm governing the research as well as the goals, strategy, methods of data collection and data analysis in this research, the dominant approach in this research is quantitative.

2.1.2. Type and method of research

In general, studies are divided into three types of fundamental, developmental, and functional goals. The purpose of this research is in applied research. From another perspective, studies are divided into descriptive and experimental data according to the data collection method. The present study is descriptive in terms of collecting data. The research categorizes the data quantitatively and qualitatively in terms of data analysis. It also considers quantitative in this regard. So, in order to collect data and respond to research questions, a combination of documentary and library research has been used. A documentary study has been carried out using existing data related to the subject of library research and study using a study of constructed research.

Due to the limited resources available for management and operational decisions, all organizations need to optimize the level of resource use and their decision making. In fact, managers of organizations tend to be aware of the optimal state of their decisions and move to the point where they can reach it. There are many techniques to find the optimal points in the set of possible solutions to make decisions. One
of the most effective optimization techniques is the use of mathematical programming methods. In this case, the problem is first proposed in the form of mathematical formulation and then, with the help of existing software, an optimal solution is found. This method is nowadays considered to be the most effective management method for finding optimal solutions in a very large category of problems. In this research, we try to use this technique to optimize the problem.

Since the problem of districting is NP-hard (Steiner et al., 2015), it is necessary to use meta-heuristic algorithms in order to obtain acceptable solutions in appropriate times. Most studies on the districting of the population regions in different domains have used genetic algorithm (Kim et al., 2011). However, in this paper in order to solve the problem in large dimensions, ALO and GWO algorithms have been used. Investigating the behavior of different algorithms and comparing results can provide a wider range of information to choose the appropriate solution.

2.2. Solution representation

The chromosome is used as a vector whose number of genes is equal to the number of nodes or cities. In each gene, a real and positive number is set in a predetermined interval (for example, an interval between 0 and 100), indicating the number of the area which the gene is assigned to. In order to determine the number of districts in each gene and actually convert the real number assigned to it into an integer, one can use the following procedure.

1. Enter the number of districts \(k\) and the random number interval (Interval = \([\text{min, max}]\)).
2. The random number generation interval is divided into \(k\) sub-interval of equal length. (Clearly, the upper bound of each interval is a multiple of \(l = \frac{\text{max} - \text{min}}{k}\).)
3. Calculate for each gene \(j\).
4. Calculate for each \(i \leq k\).
5. If the real number of the gene \(j\) is in the interval \([((l - 1) \times i, l \times i]\), then the real number of that gene changes to the integer value \(i\).
6. If \(l = k\), the calculation is complete; otherwise, add \(i\) one unit.
7. If all the genes are examined, the calculation ends and otherwise the next gene is examined.

In accordance with the above structure, the amount in all genes is converted to the integer number for example, suppose 8 cities should be divided into 4 districts, and the random number generation interval is \([0,100]\). Therefore, the interval is divided into sub-intervals of length \(\frac{100}{4} = 25\). Now, the numbers generated must be correctly analyzed in accordance with the above procedure to determine districts’ number. The numbers generated in each gene are assumed to be as follows in Figure 1.

| 35.2 | 12.10 | 48.01 | 84.19 | 91.41 | 8.02 | 27.11 | 68.31 |

Fig. 1. An example of a chromosome designed to solve a problem

Now, for each gene, it is examined that the real produced number is in which sub-interval, to determine the district number. Since divisions are divided by 25 coefficients, the districts’ number is as follows in each gene according to Figure 2.

| 2 | 1 | 2 | 4 | 4 | 1 | 2 | 3 |

Fig. 2. A sample of modified chromosomes

Therefore,

District 1: City 2 and city 6
District 2: City 1, city 3, and city 7
District 3: City 8
District 4: City 4 and city 5

But this solution representation cannot prevent infeasible solutions. In fact, due to the existence of a random nature in the generation of initial solutions, a modification algorithm should be used to justify solutions in the production of primary population as well as in each iteration. The structure of this algorithm is expressed as follows.

Step 1: First, all solutions are randomly constructed in accordance with the above construct.
Step 2: For each of the districts, it is checked whether the assigned members have a connection contiguous. In fact, for each of the districts, you have to get the spanning tree for the points allocated to it. In a spanning tree, all vertices have connections to each other. In this paper, Kruskal’s
algorithm that is described in the attachment is used to obtain a spanning tree in each iteration.

Step 3: For each of the districts, it should be checked that the non-interconnecting nodes in that district should not occur with a single district. In fact, there should be an assurance that the internal connections of the nodes of a district occur at least with two other districts. This ensures that the district is not inside the other district.

2.3. Fitness function

After determining the solution representation, an approach must be provided to calculate the fitness function. In order to calculate the fitness of each generated solution and to continue the process of implementing the algorithms, the calculation function of solutions’ value should be determined in such a way to create a balance in the population of the districts. Thus, in accordance with the following structure, the objective function of the problem, which in fact is the fitness function of solutions, can be calculated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min } Z &= \max \{ \sum_{i} \left| U_{p} - U_{p'} \right| \} \\
\sum_{i} x_{i} U_{i} &= U_{p} \quad \forall p \\
\sum_{p} x_{ip} &= 1 \\
x_{ip} &\in \{0,1\}
\end{align*}
\]

The proposed objective function in equation (1) is minimization of the maximum variation in the population of the districts. It is worth noting that equation (2) also calculates the population in each district according to the cities assigned to it. Of course, in order to make the districting appropriate, there are several other limitations that will be explained. Equation (3) ensures that each city is allocated only to one district. Equation (4) defines the range of the decision variable \(x_{ip}\). The structure of the algorithms is described in detail.

2.4. The GWO algorithm

GWO algorithm has been first proposed by Mirjalili in 2014. Gray wolves live in packs of 5 to 12 animals. A hierarchical community exists in each pack. Leaders of the pack are a male and a female called alphas. The alpha is responsible to make decisions concerning hunting, sleeping place, time to wake, and so on. It is significant that the alpha is not fundamentally the most powerful member but it has a good capability to manage the pack. The second level of grey wolves’ hierarchy is beta that can be a male or a female. The beta follows the alpha and helps him/her in making decisions or other activities. The beta is the most suitable candidate for being the alpha as soon as the alpha passes away or becomes old. The lowest level of hierarchy is omega. The omega may seem to be a scapegoat. They have to submit to all other dominant wolves. They are the last wolves that are allowed to eat in the pack. It may seem the omega is not an important member in the pack. It is notable to mention that the pack will face difficulties in case of losing the omega. On condition that a wolf is not an alpha, beta, or omega, he/she is named delta. The delta follows alphas and betas but they dominate the omega.

2.4.1. Social hierarchy

The fittest solution is considered as alpha. The second and third best solutions are assumed to be as beta and delta, respectively. The rest of the candidate solutions are named omega. The optimization process is guided by \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(\delta\) in the GWO algorithm. The \(\omega\) wolves follow these three wolves.

2.4.2. Encircling prey

Grey wolves encircle the prey during the hunt. In order to model this behavior mathematically, the equations (5) to (8) are considered.

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{D} &= |\vec{C}.\vec{X}_{p}(t) - \vec{X}(t)| \\
\vec{X}_{p}(t + 1) &= \vec{X}_{p}(t) - \vec{A}.\vec{D} \\
\vec{A} &= 2\vec{a}.\vec{r}_{1} - \vec{a} \\
\vec{C} &= 2\vec{r}_{2}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(t\) shows the current iteration. \(\vec{A}\) and \(\vec{C}\) are coefficient vectors. \(\vec{X}_{p}\) and \(\vec{X}(t)\) are the prey’s position vector and wolf’s position vector, respectively. \(\vec{a}\) decreases linearly from 2 to 0. \(\vec{r}_{1}\) and \(\vec{r}_{2}\) are random vectors in [0,1].

2.4.3. Hunting

Grey wolves can identify the prey’s location and encircle it. The hunt is usually directed by alpha. Beta and delta on the position of the best search agents. Hence the equations (9) to (15) are proposed.

\[
\begin{align*}
\vec{D}_{\alpha} &= |\vec{C}_{1}.\vec{X}_{\alpha} - \vec{X}| \\
\vec{D}_{\beta} &= |\vec{C}_{2}.\vec{X}_{\beta} - \vec{X}| \\
\vec{D}_{\delta} &= |\vec{C}_{3}.\vec{X}_{\delta} - \vec{X}|
\end{align*}
\]
\( \hat{x}_1 = \hat{x}_a - \hat{A}_1(\hat{b}_a) \) \hfill (12)
\( \hat{x}_2 = \hat{x}_b - \hat{A}_2(\hat{b}_b) \) \hfill (13)
\( \hat{x}_3 = \hat{x}_\delta - \hat{A}_3(\hat{b}_\delta) \) \hfill (14)
\( \hat{x}(t+1) = \frac{\hat{x}_1 + \hat{x}_2 + \hat{x}_3}{3} \) \hfill (15)

2.4.4. Attacking prey (exploitation)

The gray wolves finish the hunt by attacking the hunt as soon as it stops. So the value of \( \hat{a} \) is decreased. The fluctuation range of \( \hat{A} \) also decreases. \( \hat{A} \) is a random value in \([-2a, 2a]\) where \( a \) is decreased from 2 to 0 over the course of iterations. In other words, the algorithm permits its search agents to update their position according to the location of alpha, beta, and delta.

2.4.5. Search for prey (exploration)

Grey wolves often search according to the positions of alpha, beta, and delta. They individually search for prey and attacking it together. \( \hat{A} \) is utilized with random values greater than 1 or less than -1. In other words, it helps the algorithm’s exploration. The \( \hat{C} \) contains random values in \([0, 2]\) and it is another element of exploration. This element provides random weights for prays to emphasize \( C > 1 \) or deemphasize \( C < 1 \) the influence of prey on defining distance in above equations. The \( C \) vector is also considered as the effect of obstacles on impending prey in nature.

2.4.6. Stopping criterion

The stopping criterion is that the number of iterations of the algorithm continues to reach a predetermined value.

2.5. The ALO algorithm

The ants’ lifecycle consists of larvae and adult phases. The lifespan occurs mostly in larvae phase to hunt. An antlion larvae digs a cone-shaped pit in sand. The larvae hides at the end of the pit and waits for prey. When the antlion becomes conscious that a prey falls to the pit, it pulls the prey under the soil by its jaw. If the prey escapes, the antlion throws sand towards the edge that causes the walls to collapse more to catch the prey.

2.5.1. Operators of ALO algorithm

A random walk is selected for modelling the prey (ants’ movement) as equation (16):

\[
X(t) = [0, \text{cumsum}(2r(t_1) - 1), ..., \text{cumsum}(2r(t_n))]
\] \hfill (16)

\text{cumsum} illustrates the cumulative sum. The maximum number of iteration is \( n \) while \( t \) shows the iteration. \( r(t) \) gets 1 if the rand is greater than 0.5, and 0 otherwise. rand is a random number generated with uniform distribution in \([0, 1]\).

Each ant’s position in the optimization problem is saved in \( M_{Ant} \) matrix and its elements are the solutions variables.

Similarly, the fitness value of each ant is saved in \( M_{OA} \) matrix.

\[
M_{Ant} = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{1,1} & \cdots & A_{1,d} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
A_{n,1} & \cdots & A_{n,d}
\end{bmatrix}
\] \hfill (17)

\[
M_{ALO} = \begin{bmatrix}
f([A_{1,1}, A_{1,2}, \ldots, A_{1,d}]) \\
\vdots \\
f([A_{n,1}, A_{n,2}, \ldots, A_{n,d}])
\end{bmatrix}
\] \hfill (18)

The ants’ position and fitness are also saved as equations (19) and (20).

\[
M_{Antlion} = \begin{bmatrix}
AL_{1,1} & \cdots & AL_{1,d} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
AL_{n,1} & \cdots & AL_{n,d}
\end{bmatrix}
\] \hfill (19)

\[
M_{OAL} = \begin{bmatrix}
f([AL_{1,1}, AL_{1,2}, \ldots, AL_{1,d}]) \\
\vdots \\
f([AL_{n,1}, AL_{n,2}, \ldots, AL_{n,d}])
\end{bmatrix}
\] \hfill (20)

The ants’ random walks are normalized as equation (21).

\[
X_i^t = \frac{(X_i^t - a_i)(d_i^t - c_i)}{d_i^t - a_i} + c_i \] \hfill (21)

where \( a_i \) is the minimum of random walk of \( i \)-th variable, \( b_i \) is the maximum of random walk in \( i \)-th variable, \( c_i \) is the minimum of \( i \)-th variable at \( t \)-th iteration, and \( d_i^t \) illustrates the maximum of \( i \)-th variable at \( t \)-th iteration. Afterwards, the antlions build pits that are the effects of random movement of the ants in the search space as the equations (22) and (23).

\[
c_i^t = \text{antlion}_i^t + c^t \] \hfill (22)

\[
d_i^t = \text{antlion}_i^t + d^t \] \hfill (23)

where \( c^t \) is the minimum of all variables in \( t \)-th iteration, \( c_i^t \) is the minimum of \( i \)-th variable in \( j \)-th iteration, \( d^t \) is the maximum of all variables in \( t \)-th iteration, and \( d_i^t \) is the maximum of \( i \)-th variable in \( j \)-th iteration.

A roulette wheel is applied to model the antlions’ hunting ability. Random walks of ant inside antlion’s trap is formulated by the equations (24) and (25).

\[
c^t = \frac{c^t}{T} \] \hfill (24)

\[
d^t = \frac{d^t}{T} \] \hfill (25)

where \( c^t \) is the minimum of all variables at \( t \)-th iteration, \( d^t \) is the vector including the maximum of all variables at \( t \)-th iteration, and \( I \) is a ratio. The equation (26) are proposed to catch prey and re-build the pit.

\[
\text{Antlion}_j^t = \text{Ant}_j^t \quad \text{if} \quad f(\text{Ant}_j^t) > f(\text{Antlion}_j^t) \] \hfill (26)

where \( t \) shows the current iteration, \( \text{Antlion}_j^t \) indicates the position of selected \( j \)-th antlion at \( t \)-th iteration, and \( \text{Ant}_j^t \) is the position of \( i \)-th ant at \( t \)-th iteration.
The best antlion is considered as an elite in each iteration in this algorithm. Each ant randomly moves surrounding the elite by means of the roulette wheel and the selected antlion as equation (27).

$$\text{Ant}_i^t = \frac{R^t_A + R^t_E}{2}$$  

(27)

where $R^t_A$ shows the random walk around the antlion selected by the roulette wheel at t-th iteration, $R^t_E$ is the random walk around the elite at t-th iteration, and Ant$_i^t$ illustrates the position of i-th ant at t-th iteration.

2.5.2 Stopping criterion

The stopping criterion is that the number of iterations of the algorithm continues to reach a predetermined value.

3. Computational Results

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms, a number of numerical examples are generated in accordance with the real-world conditions and the following procedure. In these examples, some population units (C) and a number of districts (D) are specified. A remarkable fact in these examples is the population and the distance between the population units that should be determined in a precise manner. For this purpose, a two-dimensional environment is considered for each example. For all of the generated examples, the dimensions of the intended area are within the range of $U(100,150)$. Then for each dimension $x$ and $y$, $|C|$ non-repetitive random number is selected and considered as a set $\{i \in C | (x_i, y_i)\}$. These sets are, in fact, the geographical coordinates of population points. The relationship between points must be in the form of a connected graph, and the distance between points is calculated by means of Euclidean distance. According to the above, the problem structure is formed, and in the next step the population of each point must be determined. At this stage, firstly, the population points are divided into two categories of rural and urban areas. The ratio of the number of rural points to urban points can be determined by the following relationships. These relations are presented in accordance with current conditions in Iran. According to the latest census data in Iran, the total number of population points (T) is 97877, of which the number of villages (NV) is 96546 and the number of cities (NC) is 1331. The total population of the country (TP) is about 80 million with the portion of villages (VPP) of 28% and the city portion (CPP) of 72% of the total population. Therefore, the ratio of the number of rural areas (NVP) and urban areas (NCP) as well as the population of each point for production examples can be presented as equations (28) to (31).

$$MCP = \frac{TP \times CPP}{NC}$$  

(28)

$$NCP = \frac{NC}{T}$$  

(30)

$$NVP = \frac{NV}{T}$$  

(31)

Initially, $|C| \times NCP$ and $|C| \times NVP$ points are randomly selected among the number of population points $|C|$ and considered as the urban points and rural points, respectively. The population of each of the points is also chosen for cities and villages using the normal distribution, respectively, $N\sim(MCP, \rho)$ and $N\sim(MVP, \varphi)$, where $\rho$ and $\varphi$ are standard deviation of normal distribution and are calculated as equations (32) and (33).

$$\rho = \frac{\sum_{i\in city}(MCP - I_{nh})^2}{|C| \times NCP - 1}$$  

(32)

$$\varphi = \frac{\sum_{i\in village}(MVP - I_{nh})^2}{|C| \times NVP - 1}$$  

(33)

After generating numerical examples in accordance with the above procedure, in order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms, we solve each of these examples by all algorithms. It should be noted that all examples are solved with the help of MATLAB software version 2016, powered by a 3.2GHz processor, random access memory of 4GB and Windows 10 operating system. Table 2 shows the results of these calculations. According to the information in Table 2, GWO and ALO algorithms largely have similar results. This is well illustrated in the GAP computational part of Table 2 (the algorithm has better performance with (*) specified). In order to better understand the performance of algorithms on various problems, we provide the solutions separately in the form of the following graphs.

According to Figure 3, in some of the modes, the solution of GWO and ALO is completely overlapping or with very little GAP. In the case of the solution time, it can be seen that the GWO algorithm has a lower computational time.

Figure 4 shows a fair comparison between solving times. It should be noted that districting is usually the strategic level decision of the organization, and implementation time is not an important factor. In such cases, the quality of solution is much more important than run time. However, in order to evaluate the efficiency of algorithms, the solving time has also been reported.

According to the results of algorithms, the GWO algorithm has the highest performance compared to the other; therefore, the algorithm is used to solve this problem. In the following section, we describe the structure of case study, which is the health system of the southern Khurasan province.
### Comparison of the results of algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Size (city-district)</th>
<th>GWO</th>
<th>ALO</th>
<th>GAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Objective function</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Objective function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>17788</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>17788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12-2</td>
<td>18878</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>18878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15-2</td>
<td>13663</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>13663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20-3</td>
<td>18967</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>18967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>14302</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>14302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30-5</td>
<td>16438</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>16438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>35-5</td>
<td>19416</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>19416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>35-6</td>
<td>16852</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>16852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>40-5</td>
<td>19154</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>19154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>45-5</td>
<td>17210</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>17210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>50-6</td>
<td>14166</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>14166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>55-6</td>
<td>14524</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>14524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>60-6</td>
<td>11601</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>11155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>70-6</td>
<td>19357</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>19357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>80-7</td>
<td>16099</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>16099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>85-8</td>
<td>12035</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>11572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>90-8</td>
<td>15545</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>14805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>100-8</td>
<td>15747</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>15747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>110-9</td>
<td>18112</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>17087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>120-9</td>
<td>12488</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>11781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>130-9</td>
<td>20724</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>19551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>150-10</td>
<td>15861</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>15861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>200-10</td>
<td>18051</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>18051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>230-10</td>
<td>18973</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>17568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>250-10</td>
<td>14666</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>13580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>300-11</td>
<td>16526</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>16526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>350-11</td>
<td>17563</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>17563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>380-11</td>
<td>16132</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>16132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>400-11</td>
<td>19392</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>17956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>400-12</td>
<td>17549</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>17549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>450-12</td>
<td>13705</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>13705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>450-13</td>
<td>16490</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>15128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>480-13</td>
<td>14591</td>
<td>832</td>
<td>14591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>500-14</td>
<td>14345</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>14345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>550-15</td>
<td>17745</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>17745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>550-16</td>
<td>16386</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>16386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>600-16</td>
<td>19610</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>19610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>700-16</td>
<td>17013</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>15327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>750-16</td>
<td>16332</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>14582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>800-17</td>
<td>19209</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td>17151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>800-18</td>
<td>22502</td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>19913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>900-18</td>
<td>15809</td>
<td>1017</td>
<td>13990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>1000-19</td>
<td>12553</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>12553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>1000-20</td>
<td>21915</td>
<td>1044</td>
<td>19224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>1100-20</td>
<td>15906</td>
<td>1054</td>
<td>13953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>1200-20</td>
<td>20934</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>18363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>1300-20</td>
<td>21870</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>19184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>1500-20</td>
<td>19643</td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>19643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1800-20</td>
<td>14471</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>14471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000-20</td>
<td>16505</td>
<td>1096</td>
<td>13987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1. Case study

Managing healthcare has always been one of the biggest concerns of healthcare managers. The value of medical services in 2002 was approximately $24 billion, and was projected to increase to $31 billion by 2007. Iran, with a population of about 80 million, is one of the populous countries of the Middle East. Demographically, Iran is one of the young countries in the region, and it has always been synchronous with population growth, with many requests for various public services. The population will soon be getting enough age to form a new family. This will increase population growth considerably and rise the need for public health, and health services in particular. It is expected that all treatment costs will increase from $24.3 trillion in 2008 to $80 trillion by 2018, indicating an increase in the demand for medical services.

The total health care costs of Iran in 2005 were 4.45% of gross domestic product. 73% of Iranians are covered by health insurance. Iran has rank of 58th in level of health and the overall performance of the health system and 93rd among the world's governments according to the latest report of World Health Organization (WHO).

The health status in Iran has improved over the past two decades. Iran has been able to provide public health prevention services through the establishment of a comprehensive primary health service, resulting in a significantly lowering maternal and child mortality rate, and, interestingly, the average life span of life has increased since birth. Mortality of infant and children under the age of 5 years in 2000 compared to 1970, of which 122 out of every 1000 babies and 191 out of 1000 children under age 5 were 28.6 and 35.66 out of 1000 live births decreases, respectively.

As outlined in the previous sections, in order to implement the strategic health plan model of the South Khorasan province, the population parts of this province should be divided into 10 districts. Since the size of the population of the province cannot be considered totally because of large size, about 2000 population points are considered in this study. It should be noted that in solving districting problems, the connections between points is considered as a connected graph.

After solving the problem with the help of the GWO algorithm that showed the highest performance in the algorithm evaluation section, the resulting districting is presented in Fig. 5. It is worth noting that the following results are the best results of 10 independent implementation of the algorithm. Also, the maximum number of repetitions is 2000.
As can be seen, population units are divided into ten unique districts. The purpose of the unique assignment is that, according to the definition, each node should be assigned exactly to a district that is well-considered in the results. It is also clear that no unusual assignment has been created. In fact, with regard to the concept of contiguous, it can be seen that no district is formed into two or more parts, and all the nodes in a district are directly or indirectly related to each other. In addition, no district is enclosed within others. This limitation, which is introduced as a limitation of the absence of holes in the districts, is well described by the solution modification algorithm. Therefore, there is a guarantee that the modification algorithm always verifies the solutions in all stages of the algorithm. But another important matter is the appearance of the districts. As previously stated, in a proper districting, the structural form of all districts should be as circular as possible, which is also well considered. But in the case of the size of the districts, it should be noted that some of the districts have larger dimensions. This is because of the difference in population density in the country demographic. In fact, in the desert areas, the distance between the points is greater, and this causes the structure of the districts in the eastern, southeast and central regions to be larger than the northern and western parts of the country. According to the fitness function used in this study, which has focused on the equilibrium in the population of the districts, the values of the final objective function and the population in each district are presented in Table 3. In addition to the population in each district, in this table, the population deviation of each district from the average population size of each district is also presented. This information can be useful for evaluating the efficiency of the algorithm, because no matter how much the departures of population density are from the mean value, it indicates that the algorithm is performing accurate calculations. It should be noted that the total population of the points considered is 724475, the average value for the 10 districts is 5372425.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of district</th>
<th>District population</th>
<th>Percentage deviation from average population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>91405</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>60937</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>74478</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>101561</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>54166</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>88020</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>40624</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>60937</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>84634</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>67713</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the highest difference is 34% , which is negligible to the size of the total population. In fact, in all districts, the size of the population is largely equal to the average population. Therefore, we can say that the proposed algorithm has a good performance. Another important matter is the convergence of the final solution. According to the nature of meta-heuristic algorithms that use a random approach, there is a prediction that in the initial iterations, the degree of convergence is much higher than the end ones. The reason for this is the transfer of the algorithm from the phase of diversity to the phase of interdependence. Figure 6 shows the rate of convergence to the final solution.
According to the above figure, it is seen that in the initial iterations the convergence of the algorithm is very fast and the improvement in solutions is quite evident, but gradually by increasing the number of iterations and improving the value of the objective function, the algorithm goes out from the phase of diversity and enters the semanticist phase, resulting in an improvement in the solution rate to a point where no improvement has been made in repetitions of 760. Finally, the final solution has been reported.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

In this research, the problem of districting of the population units of South Khorasan province has been studied. According to the studies, the decision is to divide the health system of the South Khorasan Province into 10 health districts, so that each district can do the task of overseeing the performance of its health organizations. For this purpose, around 2000 population points have been considered. Attempts have been made to modify these population units in accordance with the criteria of the organization. One of the most important criteria for districting can be to maximize the population balance in each district and minimize the maximum distance between points in each district. The objective of the proposed problem is to create a population balance in the formed districts. This goal is achieved by minimizing the maximum difference between population of districts. Since the problem of districting the population units is NP-hard, meta-heuristic algorithms are used to obtain appropriate results in real-world problems. In this paper, the GWO and ALO algorithms are presented. But the key to using these algorithms is to ensure their correct performance. To do this, first, a number of random examples are generated based on real cases and the results of the algorithms are compared to each other. According to these results, the GWO algorithm has a higher level of performance than the ALO algorithm. In the end, according to available information, the population of South Khorasan province is divided into 10 districts by means of algorithms. In order to carry out further research to expand the dimension of the problem, it is suggested to apply new meta-heuristic algorithms and compare the results with the results of the existing algorithms.

Appendixes

The structure of Kruskal's algorithm is described as below.

1. function Kruskal(G)
2. for each vertex v in G do
3. Define an elementary cluster C(v) ← {v}.
4. Initialize a priority queue Q to contain all edges in G, using the weights as keys.
5. Define a tree T ← Ø // T will ultimately contain the edges of the MST
6. // n is total number of vertices
7. while T has fewer than n-1 edges do
8. // edge u, v is the minimum weighted route from/to v
9. (u, v) ← Q.removeMin()
10. // prevent cycles in T. add u, v only if T does not already contain a path between u and v.
11. // Note that the cluster contains more than one vertex only if an edge containing a pair of
12. // the vertices has been added to the tree.
13. Let C(v) be the cluster containing v, and let C(u) be the cluster containing u.
14. if C(v) ≠ C(u) then
15. Add edge (v, u) to T.
16. Merge C(v) and C(u) into one cluster, that is, union C(v) and C(u).
17. return tree T
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